Outside The Porcupine’s Quill, in Erin, Ontario with proprietor Tim Inkster (right) and Steve Izma (left), Between The Lines Publishing (using \texttt{groff}).

Invited speakers Kevin Larson, Robert Bringhurst and Charles Bigelow.

Michael Doob explains baseball to an international audience.

TUG at the Toronto Blue Jays vs. San Diego Padres game with Frank Mittelbach, Kevin Larson, Michael Doob, Stefan Kottwitz; Arthur Reutenauer, Johannes Braams, Yukitoshi Fujimura, Chris and Herb Schulz.

A sampling of design and font catalogs, Toronto Public Reference Library.

Joe Clark demonstrating why Helvetica (first line) is not a good font for signage.
Rare Book Room exhibit in the Toronto Public Reference Library, guided by librarian Steven Shubert.


One Hundred and One Nights, Aga Khan Museum.

Cruise departure.

Banquet on the cruise.

Pavneet receiving the original conference drawing.
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